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Make use of the advanced modern technology that human develops now to locate guide Voices From The
Cosmos By C. B. Scott Jones, Ph.D., Angela Smith quickly. Yet first, we will certainly ask you, just how
much do you like to review a book Voices From The Cosmos By C. B. Scott Jones, Ph.D., Angela Smith
Does it consistently up until coating? Wherefore does that book check out? Well, if you actually like reading,
try to check out the Voices From The Cosmos By C. B. Scott Jones, Ph.D., Angela Smith as one of your
reading collection. If you only reviewed guide based on demand at the time and also unfinished, you have to
attempt to such as reading Voices From The Cosmos By C. B. Scott Jones, Ph.D., Angela Smith initially.

Review
In VOICES FROM THE COSMOS, Drs. Scott Jones and Angela Smith provide detailed transcripts of
remote viewing/telepathic interviews with members of 18 extraterrestrial (ET) races, including the Large
Grays, Nordics, Small Grays, Annunaki and others. These interviews provide answers to some of the
perennial ET questions such as: "Who are they?", "Where are they from?", "What, if anything, is their
agenda?", "Are they friendly or unfriendly?", "Do they have an interest and stake in sound human
development processes on Earth?" etc.

Also addressed in the book is the ET link with the Outer Space Security and Development Treaty. This treaty
bans all space-based weapons and at their request, Cosmic Cultures are identified as Parties to the treaty.
Crafted by Jones, Dr. Carol Rosin, Astronaut Edgar Mitchell, and other colleagues, it is clear that the ETs are
concerned with keeping space a weapon free zone. It is a safe assumption that the ETs can easily verify that
the Treaty is being honored. Their request to be included in the Treaty is a very positive sign that other
cooperative ventures are in our future.

The authors are joined by the ETs in a call for a pre-disclosure dialogue on the anticipated consequences of
established contact, and a detailed plan of how this can be accomplished is provided. Academe at all levels
must play a leading role.

The book is a must read for UFOLOGISTS, Exopolitics analysts and all other planetary citizens, both new
and experienced with the subject. --Bill Wickersham, Ed.D., Adjunct Professor of Peace Studies, University
of Missouri Columbia

As cosmic knowledge, reality and truth unfolds a host of human beliefs and assumptions will be challenged.
In over fifty-year of working with ET experiencers I have concluded that the contact event can result in a
number of positive outcomes. I consider this book to be one of those positive outcomes. Drs. Jones and
Smith have drawn from a lifetime of contact and moved into a rich, largely unexplored area of research.
Direct communication and dialogue with sentient life in the cosmos that is complex, ancient, and apparently
waiting for the opportunity to tell their stories. Followers of this field and those who are ready to join this
enlightened community will be fascinated by what the little Grays say about what most earth authors call



abductions, and the purpose of them. These "take and return" operations are to produce a hybrid race of
pioneers that explores and settles throughout multiple universes.

These two authors are uncommon in their contributions that come from both heart and mind. Their combined
experience supports critical assessment of the Planetary Plight and the activities of military and government
leaders. This is presented with courage, competence and compassion. The huge bonus of this book is the
unfiltered voices from the cosmos. Listen to them they are willing to share. --R. Leo Sprinkle, Ph.D.
Professor Emeritus Counseling Services, University of Wyoming

As cosmic knowledge, reality and truth unfolds a host of human beliefs and assumptions will be challenged.
In over fifty-year of working with ET experiencers I have concluded that the contact event can result in a
number of positive outcomes. I consider this book to be one of those positive outcomes. Drs. Jones and
Smith have drawn from a lifetime of contact and moved into a rich, largely unexplored area of research.
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waiting for the opportunity to tell their stories. Followers of this field and those who are ready to join this
enlightened community will be fascinated by what the little Grays say about what most earth authors call
abductions, and the purpose of them. These "take and return" operations are to produce a hybrid race of
pioneers that explores and settles throughout multiple universes.

These two authors are uncommon in their contributions that come from both heart and mind. Their combined
experience supports critical assessment of the Planetary Plight and the activities of military and government
leaders. This is presented with courage, competence and compassion. The huge bonus of this book is the
unfiltered voices from the cosmos. Listen to them they are willing to share. --R. Leo Sprinkle, Ph.D.
Professor Emeritus Counseling Services, University of Wyoming

About the Author
C. B. Scott Jones, Ph.D., is an octogenarian in full karmic payback mode. Thirty-years in the military, half in
combat arms and half in intelligence, with high marks in both areas, created an aura of mixed hues. His
current rehabilitating work in progress has included teaching international relations at three major
universities, six years on Capitol Hill (which ledger does that go in?) as Special Assistant to the Chairman of
the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, and currently is in his twenty-sixth year of global peace work. For
more information visit peaceroom.com.

Dr. Angela Thompson Smith, Ph.D. describes her life as taking place in three parts: the first part dealt with
the Physical: working as a nurse, social worker, and medical researcher in the U.K. and the U.S.; the second
part of her life focused on the Mind: when she worked at the PEAR Lab at Princeton University and studied
psychology at Saybrook Graduate School; and the third part of her life has focused on Spirit. Dr. Smith was
recently ordained as a shamanic practitioner. Her website can be found at mindwiseconsulting.com
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Voices From The Cosmos By C. B. Scott Jones, Ph.D., Angela Smith. Someday, you will certainly
uncover a brand-new journey and expertise by investing even more cash. But when? Do you assume that you
should obtain those all requirements when having significantly cash? Why don't you try to get something
simple initially? That's something that will lead you to understand more regarding the world, adventure,
some locations, history, amusement, as well as a lot more? It is your personal time to continue reviewing
practice. Among the books you can take pleasure in now is Voices From The Cosmos By C. B. Scott Jones,
Ph.D., Angela Smith below.

However, just what's your issue not as well liked reading Voices From The Cosmos By C. B. Scott Jones,
Ph.D., Angela Smith It is an excellent activity that will certainly always offer fantastic advantages. Why you
come to be so bizarre of it? Several things can be practical why individuals don't want to review Voices
From The Cosmos By C. B. Scott Jones, Ph.D., Angela Smith It can be the uninteresting activities, guide
Voices From The Cosmos By C. B. Scott Jones, Ph.D., Angela Smith compilations to check out, even lazy to
bring spaces almost everywhere. Today, for this Voices From The Cosmos By C. B. Scott Jones, Ph.D.,
Angela Smith, you will begin to like reading. Why? Do you recognize why? Read this web page by finished.

Beginning with visiting this site, you have tried to start caring reading a book Voices From The Cosmos By
C. B. Scott Jones, Ph.D., Angela Smith This is specialized website that offer hundreds compilations of
publications Voices From The Cosmos By C. B. Scott Jones, Ph.D., Angela Smith from lots sources. So, you
won't be bored anymore to choose guide. Besides, if you additionally have no time to look guide Voices
From The Cosmos By C. B. Scott Jones, Ph.D., Angela Smith, merely sit when you remain in office as well
as open the internet browser. You could discover this Voices From The Cosmos By C. B. Scott Jones, Ph.D.,
Angela Smith lodge this website by linking to the net.
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Most helpful customer reviews

0 of 0 people found the following review helpful.
Slightly boring ET's interviewed.
By Observer



For me the best part of this book was the analysis and introduction by C.B. Scott Jones with his decades of
experience in the field of intelligence, diplomacy, exopolitics and driving forth disclosure. The "interviews"
of the various alien races were slightly disappointing, almost as if the rigid questioning mechanism rendered
the answers terse and somewhat one dimensional. However it may be be, it makes the entities seem possibly
slightly less intelligent than one would assume, also spiritually not very developed and rather mechanical.
Who knows what the reality is but if this be the level of their development personally i'd rather not make
contact. Now be aware that I am of course half joking, but at the same time also half serious. Read the book
and see how you feel about it. Possibly the message got somewhat diluted in the remote viewing process and
there is more to our cosmic neighbours than might be evident from the dialogue presented here assuming it is
genuine. I would hope if intelligence is present all round us in the cosmos it would come trough a bit more
interesting. I am not discouraging anyone from reading this book on the contrary if the subject matter is dear
to you try it and see what you think but you might want to complement it with other material to give a more
complete picture.

3 of 3 people found the following review helpful.
All is available and progressing forward as this text teaches how to meet an Extraterrestrial.
By C. druehl
As a long time Ufology researcher I can say this is one of the best. I felt such hope in that this text offers a
way of understanding the rationale behind Extraterrestrial visitation. I do believe the next quantum leap for
humankind is to seek an elevation of consciousness to communicate with these many other species of the
Cosmos.
We are, after all, residing in a cosmological 'soup' with much available to fortify and educate as well as
balance out the duality forces which can keep us mired in the mysteries of life. There are answers and
meaning to this adventure called, Life. This book speaks to the forces of humankind which endeavor to
handle this phenomenon. This book also allows one to rest in the knowledge that there is much assistance
available to all residents of planet Earth. One of the best books on this topic!!

1 of 1 people found the following review helpful.
Informative but not what I was looking for exactly.
By Amazon Customer
This was a long read for me. It's about a very thorough investigation/project in researching various ET
cultures, and interacting with them via telepathic communication, and writing down all the answers. Much of
the material is repetitive, and I had to skim some because of that reason. Overall I found it to be very thought
provoking but more from a "science experiment" POV. I was hoping for more insight into ET cultures, but
didn't get that. The entities who assisted more or less had a very neutral voice in giving their answers. I guess
that was to compare apples to apples, which I found a tad tedious. Anyway, that's my take on it. If you're
thinking "Oh good, now I can get some answers to my personal questions re ETs" this isn't the book for you.
Overall, the authors did a great job bringing off a huge project, and for that I commend them.

See all 39 customer reviews...
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